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25th
Anniversary
of Learning

Word from the Principals
Lauren Harvey & Carl Brenneman

Welcome to the 25th anniversary year of learning at BFS!
Thank you for your patience, understanding, and flexibility
as we started the year with Level 4 social distancing
requirements. We commend our teachers for their
adaptability to engage in a combination of in-person, hybrid,
and virtual learning. We were pleased to welcome back
all of our students for in-person learning and after-school
activities starting on September 6th. Ensuring that we can
operate safely in person while following the KCDC protocols
is our top priority.
Our caring, patient, and dedicated teachers provide many
engaging learning activities for our students from Early
Childhood through High School to ensure that they develop
academically as well as socio-emotionally. Our schoolwide
learner outcomes (SLOs) to become Socially Conscious,
Hardworking, Articulate, Respectful, and Knowledgeable
guide all that we do.

With students from many different nationalities,
we embrace diversity as a strength by providing an
inclusive library catalog; exploring music, art, literature,
and history from around the world; and developing
world language skills in Spanish and Korean. We
strive for excellence through our rigorous curriculum,
Advanced Placement (AP) program, student leadership
organizations, and extracurricular activities.
As we approach the Chuseok holiday, we are so grateful
for the wonderful team of operations staff, teachers,
students, and parents that make BFS such a precious
gem of a school. Parents, thank you for all you do to
support our school community. We wish you all a safe,
relaxing, and joyful holiday break. We look forward to
a wonderful year. Together we will support students’
social and emotional growth, ensure a safe learning
environment, and promote a culture of learning.
Ms. Lauren Harvey
Elementary Principal

Mr. Carl Brenneman
Upper School Principal
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First Day of 2021-22 School Year!
Although we started the school year with a combination of face-to-face, hybrid, and virtual, the 1st day of school was celebrated by all with
the V.I.P. appearance of Sharky, the BFS mascot. By all looks Sharky has been working out over the summer! Have you seen his muscles?
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BFS 25 Year Anniversary Raffle Event

As we enter our 25th year anniversary year, BFS is launching a year-round raﬄe.
IN ORDER TO CELEBRATE
1. Mondays: Every Monday, we will publish a question and challenge your knowledge about Busan Foreign School.
2. Wednesdays: Answer collection will close on Wednesdays at 5 pm.
3. Thursdays: The winner will be announced on Thursdays at 12 pm. We have many prizes to give!
We are also looking for donations for our raﬄe. These can be from the corporates you work at or personal, family donations.
We are looking for schoolwide appropriate gifts (sports apparel, games, books, vouchers, tickets, ...)
Please contact bfs_communications@bfs.or.kr if you are able to contribute.
You can send your donation to the school or we can arrange for a pick up. As always, thank you for your support!

Joy Lee (Class of 2009) Gets into Yale!
The last time we heard from Joy she was completing her internship in Clinical
Psychology at Penn State University School of Medicine.
We are very proud to report she has now landed a full-time position as a PostDoctoral Associate at the Yale University School of Medicine.
Way to go Joy!

Scan here to read
Joy’s full interview
www.busanforeignschool.org
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Meet Our Alumni: Hahn Jo | Class of 2012
What are you up to now? (talk about your job, life, etc)
I am now in a tech start-up out of Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology
(UNIST). There, my duties include sketching and designing a mobile app, creating and
revising pitch decks and brochures for the company. Sometimes I would code, and other
times, I would reach out to end-users to research what problems they have, so we can
come to help them out in the future. Sir, why are you doing so many things? You might
ask. Hey, welcome to a start-up company!

Do you have any passion projects?
I am a fanatic of art and digital creation. So that leads me to two things here. The
first is music. I have been occupying myself in music production, making house
music whenever I can! The second is digital art. As I had my mission in my company
to design various visual projects, I had an opportunity to bump into design
software: Adobe Photoshop, Illustrators, Blender... to name a few. Those are so
fun! I am always blown away every day by how much our computer can provide us
with crazy tools!

What was the biggest challenge you faced in College?
Time management. When you go to college, there likely won’t be your parents
recommending you to do what after school (sometimes your school will finish at 6 pm
:) ). You will be your boss managing your study time and playtime. It will take some trial
and error. You will enjoy it nonetheless! I did it, and you will do it even better!

What advice do you have for BFS students as
they go off to university/college?
In college, your journey starts. But hey I am telling you, the real journey really starts!
You will likely be far away from your comfort zone and will start settling in a new place
(very likely) that you haven’t been in before. But don’t you worry, it will be one of the
exciting moments that you won’t ever forget in your lifetime. You will form some of the
most important friends, on your own. The new connections, new research, new you!
Possibilities are endless. You will likely be away from your parents (at least I was), you
will learn what it means to be independent, which in a later time, is a necessary skill in
guiding your life. But trust me, you will love it!

What memory of BFS comes to mind?
Oh man, so many good memories. I will pick two of the greatest. The first one is
joining the orchestra led by Dr. Kim. Truly, it’s one of the biggest ongoing emotional
connections that we can form. The next one will surprise you. :) A group of our cool
mates has formed a rock band. Guess what that band name was? The Detention. Love
it? We loved it. And of course, as the name suggests, it was wild and different. I wish we
can play for you all in the future when we reunite.
4
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Early Childhood and Elementary
Counselor’s Corner
This month, students met the school counselor and
began the first unit of the Second Step Program.
Each week, students engage in lessons that
support their learning and social-emotional
wellbeing. The first unit focuses on Skills for
Learning including welcoming, learning to
listen/listening to learn, focusing attention,
using self-talk, being respectful learners,
and empathy. One way that
you can support your child in
developing these skills is by
logging into the Second Step
website and accessing the
“Home Links.”
Ms. Austin Castillo

www.secondstep.org
Early Childhood Activation Key: SSPE FAMI LY68
Kindergarten Activation Key: SSPK FAMI LY70
Grade 1 Activation Key: SSP1 FAMI LY71
Grade 2 Activation Key: SSP2 FAMI LY72
Grade 3 Activation Key: SSP3 FAMI LY73
Grade 4 Activation Key: SSP4 FAMI LY74
Grade 5 Activation Key: SSP5 FAMI LY75

www.busanforeignschool.org
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Elementary Morning Meeting
As part of the Responsive Classroom approach, Elementary
classrooms start their day with the “Morning Meeting” to build
community and to develop social, emotional, and academic
skills. During Morning Meeting, all students are greeted by name,
and classes engage in sharing and activities that support their
learning. Teachers and students love the way Morning Meeting
helps to create a safe, joyful and engaging classroom community.

Early Childhood Program at BFS
“Play is the work of the child.” - Maria Montessori
The Early Childhood program at BFS is inspired by the Reggio Emilia approach to learning focusing on exploration, discovery, and play. Every
day, our three and four-year-old Sharks have opportunities to learn and grow both inside and outside the classroom.
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September Elementary Shark Assembly by Andrew Gahm (Grade 5)
The Morning Meeting, or Assembly, of September and August was held by the 5th graders of BFS, Class of 2029. The meeting started with one
of my classmates playing the saxophone, then someone announced the winner of the question that had been sent. The greeting was the “Good
Mooning Greeting” in honor of the main character’s love of cows in the book, Home of the Brave. In sharing, some of my classmates shared
their traditions to show that there are many different people in the world. For the activity, we played a game where if the statement matched
with your opinion, you would stand up, while if it did not, you would stay sitting and say “Not like me, and that’s OK!” To show that we all have
different opinions. Someone read the morning message and a friend and I announced the birthdays and school news. That is a summary of the
morning meeting made in the first 4 days back at school!

Reading Under the Stars
This event took place in the BFS auditorium, the lights were chimmed and soft music was playing in the background. All and all a very relaxing experience.

www.busanforeignschool.org
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Grade 1 Makerspace
Makerspace classes are not only fun but bring literacy to life. First Grade Engineers finished reading the story, “Rosie Revere, Engineer.” Then,
they were challenged to help Rosie build a flying machine using LEGOs for Great-Great-Aunt Rose. First Grade Engineers did an excellent job
thinking, building, presenting and observing their flying objects! We are so proud of them.
**The LEGOs are disinfected after every class**

My Most Magnificent Thing
Check out these works done by students on virtual learning as part of the makerspace class, in the theme “My Most Magnificent Thing”. We
know being on virtual is challenging and are proud of the hard work our 3rd to 5th grades put on.
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Sharky Visits Early Childhood and Elementary Classes!
Thank You Sharky for visiting Early Childhood and Elementary classes on Monday, September 6th. Sharky gifted some calendar postcards
for their families displaying some of our students’ artwork. Sharky was warmly greeted and feels fantastic about being a member of the BFS
community.

International Dot Day
International Dot Day celebrates using creativity to help others, specifically those who have trouble expressing themselves. Students “make a
mark” or start with one dot, just like the character Vashti in the book The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds and then “see where it takes you” meaning
they can do anything they set their minds to. BFS Sharks from PK3 to grade 5 used their imaginations to create unique artwork and watched it
come to life with the augmented reality app, Quiver. What fun!

www.busanforeignschool.org
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Middle School & High School
Counselor’s Corner
Here are some

For many adolescents, the middle and high school years

suggestion your

are a time of high stress. Some common reactions

adolescent might

to stress are excitement, fear, anxiety, sadness, and

consider:

anger. Each adolescent reacts in a different way. Some

1. Breathing deeply

adolescents withdraw from others, some lash out at

and visualizing a

others, and some actively seek the comfort of others.

safe calm place

The development of coping skills will help them

2. Drawing or painting

tolerate, reduce, and manage stressful situations.
Have a conversation with your child and ask them
to identify ways they can feel better when
they are feeling overwhelmed or sad
or worried. Who can they talk to?
What can they think about? What
activities do they find relaxing/
distracting/enjoyable?

3. Holding an ice cube
4. Sucking on a peppermint
5. Sipping a cup of hot tea
6. Reading
7. Going for a brisk 10-minute walk
8. Making a gratitude list

Ms. Austin Castillo

9. Doing a good deed
10. Counting backwards from 500
11. Writing something positive
about yourself for every letter
of the alphabet
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High School Student Council Class Representatives
Congratulations to the new HS Student Council Class Representatives!
• 9th Grade: Tanvi Kumar & Ryan Sim
• 10th Grade: Bella Kim & Ahmad Haroon
• 11th Grade: Caleb Kim & Samuel Yang
• 12th Grade: Lydia Brenneman & Hyunjun Park

Middle School Makerspace: Engineering Design Process
Middle school students are using the “Engineering Design Process”
to design a roller coaster with some constraints and given materials.
The materials were: pipe insulators (6 ft cut in half), tape, scissors,
marble and plastic cup. They had to make sure the roller coaster
includes at least one loop and one turn. It also had to be free standing
(they can attach to anything if needed). Lastly, it had to be fast and
safe (marbles had to arrive into the cup safely)!
After the students discussed their plan with their partners, the
students worked together to build their roller coasters with given
materials.
Then, they tested the roller coaster by measuring the time from the
beginning to the end of the roller coaster 10 times. They found the
average time and found the average speed.
We identified the fastest average speed of the class after sharing
each group’s average speed. Tomorrow, we will discuss more about
why the group with the fastest roller coaster had the best speed
compared to others and see how we can improve our design!

www.busanforeignschool.org
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Middle School & High School Clubs Fair
On Thursday, September 9th, we hosted our MS & HS Club fair. There were many students engaged in conversations with the club officers and a
lot of sign ups. With clubs ranging from the traditional NHS, to French, Dungeons & Dragons, and even First Aid there is something for everyone!

AP Microeconomics
In AP Microeconomics, students learned about the concept of increasing opportunity costs that arise from imperfect adaptability of resources.
Students demonstrated that when an economy decides to produce more carrots, the workers who were great at picking apples had to eventually
start harvesting carrots. From the experiment, students learned that more apples had to be given up for the same amount of carrots as more
labor got used for carrot production.
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2020-21 SY AP Awards, Accolades and Honors
We saw 54 BFS students sit for 133 AP exams in 2020-21 AP testing season —
the most test takers in the school’s history.

40 of these test takers earned some degree of recognition for their hard work and achievement.

www.busanforeignschool.org
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IMAGES OF THE MONTH
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